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To
Shrl A. K. Garg
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Sub.: Review

of Guidelines

on transfer

Policy-

Our suggestions

regarding

Ref:- Proposals of BSNL Management on Review of
(i)
Guidelines on Other Tenure Areas {in Circles other than J&K, NE states and
A&N lslands)
(iil
Guidelines on Tenure posts of one year duration
Guidelines on request transfer at own cost and transfers at Company's cost
{iiil
Respected Sir,
We would like to bring to lrour kind notice that BSNL's Employees Transfer Policy
was issued first vide letter no. 6- 1/ 2007-Restg., dt. 07.05.2008 unilartely which was
strongly protested, by the Executives Associations a-nd it was kept in abeyence. After detail
discussions with the Executives Associations under the banner of United Forum of BSNL
Executives' Associations, the same was modified on dated 13.08.2008.
Now on the pretext of huge cost of frequent transfers as well as to provide stability
of services of BSNL, review of the conditions of request transfers are being proposed to
modify.
In this connection, in accordalce with our discussions with your goodself, we put
forth the following suggestions for your kind consideration please :
On completion of tenure, the official should be relieved without further delay.
ln order to ensure reliving immediately after completion of tenure it may be
made mandatory that the "Executive from the tenure station will be the first
mover".
(b) On promotion, junior most Executives are posted to tenure Circles and other
stations irespective of the fact that he/she completed the tenure. It is
suggested that an Executive completed his tenure in a tenure station may be
given a cooling period of 5 years in the same Circle. On promotion and posting,
he may be exempted from posting outside the Circle for 5 years arld outside the
SSA for 3 year (in the case of inter SSA posting). He may be exempted from
further posting to tenure circles. After 5/3 years, he may be posted to a non
tenure Circle/station as the case may be.
(c) In the case of Executives recruited for tenure circles, their stay in the tenure
Circle in the All India cadre stay as SDE may be counted as tenure period.
(d) To transfer all categories of staff the transfer policy implementation should be
uniform to a-ll categories of BSNL Executives including BSNL Corporate Office
as well as non-absorbed officers in BSNL.
(e) The bulk / Mass transfers may be avoided at all levels i.e. SSA/Circle/All India
Lo overcome the hr-rgecosL of frequent transfers.
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Suggestionsfor betterfinancialfine tuning:(a) To issuea moralorium
on allforeigntourstill BSNLstartsto makeprofit'
(b) To withdrawcompanyconveyanceto all categoryand grant a fixed monthlyallowance.
in
Misuseof officialvehiclefor personalpurposesis a usualpracticeamongtop executives
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for yourkindconsideration
It is submitted
Withkindregards,
\
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